Abstract: Server load balancing technology makes services highly functional by distributing the incoming user requests to different servers. Thus, it plays a key role in data centers. However, most of the current server load balancing schemes are designed without considering the impact on the network. More specifically, when using these schemes, the server selection and routing path calculation are usually executed sequentially, which may result in inefficient use of network resources or even cause some issues in the network. As an emerging architecture, Software-Defined Networking (SDN) provides new solutions to overcome these shortcomings. Therefore, taking advantages of SDN, this paper proposes a Joint Server Selection and Traffic Routing algorithm (JSSTR) based on improving the Shuffle Frog Leaping Algorithm (SFLA) to achieve high network utilization, network load balancing and server load balancing. Evaluation results validate that the proposed algorithm can significantly improve network efficiency and balance the network load and server load.
Introduction
Server cluster technology is a typical solution used to meet the challenges brought by the World Wide Web. A server cluster makes two or more servers act as one unit to offer continuous services. To optimize server resource utilization, maximize throughput and avoid the server overload issue (some servers are idle while others are overloaded), server load balancing methods are usually utilized to distribute the incoming user requests to different servers in the server cluster. Meanwhile, server load balancing methods also heavily impact user's satisfaction. Obviously, server load balancing methods play a crucial role in server cluster technology.
Because of its flexibility, programmability and maintainability, Software-Defined Networking (SDN) has been widely studied for its application in data centers, enterprise networks, access networks and wireless networks [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . As a default use case of SDN, the Software-Defined Data Center (SDDC) has been attracting great interest from industry and academia [7, 8] . In SDDC, SDN provides new solutions to most problems that cannot be well solved in a traditional network [9] . For instance, in previous work [9] , the authors used the packet-in message which only exists in SDN to schedule the Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack detection. Taking advantage of that scheduling method, the proposed Software-Defined Anti-DDoS (SD-Anti-DDoS) system can quickly detect and block the DDoS attack. Especially, considering the programmability and centralized control function of SDN, it is easy to achieve server load balancing in SDN. Currently, some server load balancing methods To address these shortcomings, we first propose the joint server selection and traffic routing problem in SDDC. Then, a Joint Server Selection and Traffic Routing algorithm (JSSTR) is designed to solve that problem based on the Shuffled Frog-Leaping Algorithm (SFLA) [12] . The main contributions of the paper are summarized below.
•
The joint server selection and traffic routing problem is proposed and formulated.
• A joint server selection and traffic routing algorithm is presented to solve that problem, which is designed based on the SFLA algorithm.
• Several metrics are proposed and used to evaluate the performance on the routing path length, network load, network load balancing, server load, server load balancing and computational complexity of the proposed and compared algorithms.
The proposed JSSTR algorithm and two compared algorithms are implemented and evaluated in SDN. The effectiveness of the proposed algorithm was proven using the above performance metrics.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives the description of the background. Section 3 lists and discusses the related work. Section 4 describes the system model and problem. The proposed algorithm and its implementation are illustrated in Section 5. The evaluation results are presented in Section 6 followed by the conclusions in Section 7.
Background

SFLA
SFLA is a meta-heuristic algorithm, which performs a heuristic search to solve the combinatorial optimization problem [12] . In SFLA, the possible solutions are recognized as frogs. At first, some frogs will be randomly generated as a sampled population. For each frog, a predefined performance value is computed. Then, these frogs are divided into several different communities (named memeplexes in SFLA). Each memeplex independently evolves to search the solution space in different directions. After a certain amount of evolutions, the memeplexes are mixed to form a new population. Subsequently, all frogs in that mixed population are re-divided into new memeplexes. Using these periodical shuffling, dividing and evolving processes, SFLA can converge to a global optimal solution with high probability [12] . More specifically, the main steps of SFLA are summarized below.
1. Initialization: α and β are firstly initialized. α represents the number of memeplexes. β is the number of frogs in each memeplex. 2. Generate a population: F frogs will be generated to form a population, where F = α * β. 3. Compute the performance value: For each frog, a performance value is firstly computed. 4 . Divide all frogs into α memeplexes. In this step, all frogs are divided into α memeplexes one by one in order of decreasing performance value. 5. Evolution within each memeplex: Each memeplex is evolved according to the predefined local searching strategy. 6. Shuffle memeplexes: After executing a certain number of evolutions, all frogs will be mixed.
The performance values of all frogs will be computed again. 7. Check convergence: If the convergence criteria are satisfied, SFLA will stop. Otherwise, it will return to Step 4.
An example of SFLA is illustrated in Figure 2 . In Figure 2a , 16 frogs are generated at the beginning of Time Loop 1. Then, these frogs are divided into four memeplexes, which are denoted by a triangle, square, pentagon and circle. After that, each memeplex independently executes a certain number of evolutions. Figure 2b shows the evolution result at the end of Time Loop 1. Subsequently, as shown in Figure 2c , in the next time loop, these frogs are mixed and re-divided into four new memeplexes. Again, each memeplex is independently evolved. Figure 2d shows the evolution result at the end of Time Loop 2. In Figure 2d , all frogs are clustering near the optimal location (denoted by a cross).
The shuffling, dividing and evolving process will be periodically executed until the convergence criteria are satisfied. 
Related Work
In a traditional network, the server load balancing technology has some shortcomings (e.g., inflexibility of updating and high cost). However, as a different network architecture, SDN provides new solutions to many issues. Meanwhile, SDN has already been widely accepted as the next generation of network in academia and industry, which means that the server load balancing technology should be applied in SDN and re-designed using new technology provided by SDN. However, currently, only a few works have been done to research how to achieve server load balancing in SDN.
An efficient SDN load balancing scheme was presented by Zhong et al. [11] . The key idea of that proposed scheme was distributing requests to different servers based on the response time of each server. More specifically, in that scheme, the controller periodically sends the packet-out messages to the switches. Then, the switches parse these packet-out messages and send the encapsulated requests to each server. Once the response is sent from the server, the switch will package that response into a packet-in message and send that packet-in message to the controller. After the controller receives that packet-in message, it will calculate the corresponding server's response time. Once all servers' response times are found, the controller will select the destination server using the following strategy. First, the maximum response time and minimum response time will be found and recorded as T max and T min . Subsequently, if |T max − T min | < λ (a predefined parameter), the server with the minimum response time will be chosen as the destination server. Otherwise, the server with the minimum standard deviation in m historical data of response time will be chosen as the destination server. Compared with other approaches, this method uses the SDN controller to measure the server response time instead of adding extra devices to realize that.
Chen et al. proposed a server load balancing algorithm used in SDN [13, 14] . The proposed server load balancing algorithm first dynamically obtains the current load (CPU occupancy rate, memory occupancy rate and response time) of each server. Subsequently, the computation ability of each server will also be calculated. After that, the selection probability of each server will be calculated. At last, the server load balancing algorithm selects a server as the destination server based on that probability. Once the destination server has been chosen, related flow entries will be added in the OpenFlow switches [15, 16] . Then, the subsequent user traffic will be sent to the chosen destination server.
A new probabilistic-based server load balancing method was proposed based on variance analysis by Zhong [17] . In that method, the SDN controller monitors the data traffic of each port, and the variance analysis is executed to analyze this traffic. Based on the analysis result, a probability-based selection algorithm is proposed to redirect the traffic dynamically. Using the Network Address Translation (NAT) technology, the presented server load balancing method can be implemented in SDN.
The performance of several SDN load balancing methods was evaluated by Silva [18] . The authors developed a comprehensive methodology for evaluating the SDN load balancers. The main steps of that methodology include the problem description, goals' definition, metrics' definition, evaluation techniques' definition, architecture definition, hypothesis definition, workloads' execution, results' analysis and results' presentation. Based on that methodology, the round-robin-, random-and CPU-usage based server load balancing strategies have been implemented and evaluated in SDN. The evaluation results show that these three algorithms achieve almost the same performance in the real scenario. However, in the virtual scenario, the CPU usage method performed better than the round-robin and random methods. Furthermore, the authors also evaluated the active load balancers and reactive load balancers in the SDN scenario. They found that the active load balancer performs better than the reactive load balancer.
Kaur et al. implemented the round-robin-based server load balancing strategy and compared that server load balancing strategy with the random-based server load balancing strategy in SDN [10] . These two load balancing strategies were implemented on the POXcontroller [19] , and the evaluation results indicated that the round-robin-based server load balancing strategy works better than the random-based server load balancing strategy.
Besides that, the round-robin-based server load balancing strategy and least-connections-based server load balancing strategy were also implemented and compared in SDN [20] . Using Mininet [21, 22] and Floodlight [23] , the authors evaluated these two server load balancing strategies and found that the least-connections-based server load balancing strategy performs better than the round-robin-based server load balancing strategy.
Some server load balancing methods were also proposed for traditional networks. However, these load balancing methods can also be used in SDN. Chen et al. proposed a dynamic server load balancing method [24] . That method periodically obtains each server's load and computes its priority value. When handling a user request, the first half of servers will be calculated in order of decreasing priority values. Then, a polling method is used to dispatch the request to these servers.
By classifying requests into different kinds, Sharifian et al. proposed a server load balancing algorithm to dynamically assign a request to a server [25] . In that algorithm, the Baskett, Chandy, Muntz and Palacios (BCMP) [26] and three approaches were employed to predict the server load. When selecting a destination server, the server with more available process-capacity has more chance of being selected.
Although the server load balancing technology plays an important role in networking, the SDN-based server load balancing technology has not caught so much attention. In contrast, as another key technology, the routing technology has been widely studied in SDN. Many routing methods used in SDN have been proposed.
The authors in [27] proposed a unicast routing algorithm based on the Bellman-Ford algorithm. In that algorithm, the first k shortest paths between every possible pair are computed and used to calculate the defined criticality of each link. The amount of traffic flows and remaining bandwidth of each link are utilized to find the congestion index. The above criticality and congestion index compose the link weight. At last, the Bellman-Ford algorithm with a hop count constraint is executed to calculate the routing path between the source and destination. The link's residual bandwidth, path length and link criticality are considered in this work.
In [28] , an application-aware routing algorithm was proposed. That routing algorithm allocates paths for the incoming requests in batches. When allocating paths, it first sorts the incoming requests. Subsequently, for each request, if it is a pod-local request, the only available path inside that pod is used as the routing path. Otherwise, the current link loads, and the recorded bandwidth usages of every pod are checked to calculate a best path for that request.
The authors in [29] proposed an adaptive routing algorithm with QoS support in SDN. In their algorithm, the video packets are classified into base layer packets and enhancement layer packets. When the controller receives the video packets for the first time, the Dijkstra algorithm is employed to calculate the shortest routing path between the source and destination. Once that path does not satisfy the delay constraint, the base layer packets will be rerouted to another feasible path, and the enhancement layer packets still stay on the original path. Nevertheless, if the path does not have enough available bandwidth, the enhancement layer packets will be rerouted while the base layer packets stay on the original path.
In [30] , a method about how to implement a reinforcement learning-based routing protocol in the SDN was proposed. The method first calculates a set of possible routing paths based on the delay, loss rate and bandwidth of network devices. Then, different weights are assigned to these parameters. Afterwards, the path that has the least cost is chosen as the routing path to transfer the corresponding traffic. After some time, the routing path gives feedback to the controller. After receiving that feedback, the controller adjusts the weights of these network parameters and tries to find a better routing path. Results show that the proposed routing method works properly and satisfies the QoS constraint preferably.
In [31] , the authors proposed a bandwidth-delay-constrained routing algorithm. The authors classified the requests into two kinds including the one that is delay-sensitive and another one that is not delay-sensitive. The proposed algorithm contains two phases: the offline phase and online phase. In the offline phase, the first k shortest paths are calculated for each source-destination pair using Yen's algorithm. In the online phase, if the request belongs to delay-sensitive requests, the path with least weight is chosen from the set of paths that are calculated in the offline phase. Otherwise, the Dijkstra algorithm is employed to find a shortest routing path.
In [32] , the QoS-aware resource reallocation problem that considers traffic prediction in SDN was formulated, which belongs to binary linear programming. In order to solve that problem with less computational complexity, the authors relaxed the objective function by forwarding table entries and proposing an upper bound function for the objective function. The Convex Programming Language (CVX) toolbox of MATLAB was used to solve that problem. The evaluation results demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.
The authors in [33] proposed a routing model used in SDN. In their model, for each pair of switches, the routing path between these two switches is firstly calculated. When the controller receives a request, it will find the switches that connect to the source and destination host of that request. Then, the hash-based modulo assignment operation is performed to determine which path should be assigned to that request. Afterwards, the routing path is established to transfer traffic generated by the request.
The main differences between the proposed method in this paper and the exiting methods are listed in Table 1 . Unlike the existing methods, the proposed method introduces and formulates the joint server selection and traffic routing problem, which belongs to the NP-hard problems. In order to solve that problem, a meta-heuristic algorithm (JSSTR), which is designed based on the SFLA algorithm, was proposed. Evaluation results showed that the proposed JSSTR algorithm can achieve high network utilization, network load balancing and server load balancing simultaneously. The controller periodically sends packet-out messages to measure server response time. There is no need to add extra devices to measure server response time. The server with the minimum response time or minimum standard deviation in m historical data of response time will be chosen as the destination server based on the difference value between maximum and minimum server response time.
2 Chen et al. [13, 14] Dynamic feedback of server load; Probability-based server selection
The CPU occupancy rate, memory occupancy rate and response time are collected and recorded as the server load. The weight and selection probability of all servers will be calculated as the servers' load change. The system selects a server as the destination server based on the calculated selection probability.
3 Zhong et al. [17] Variance analysis; Probability-based server selection; Network address translation
The F-test method is executed to analyze the data traffic of each port. The selection probability of each port is calculated. The traffic is dynamically redirected based on the selection probability. 4 Silva et al. [18] Evaluating the SDN load balancers; round-robin; random; CPU usage A comprehensive methodology for evaluating the SDN load balancers is proposed.
The performance of the round-robin-, random-and CPU usage-based server load balancing strategies is evaluated. The active and reactive load balancers are evaluated in the SDN scenario.
5
Kaur et al. [10] Round-robin-based load balancing method; Random-based load balancing method
The round-robin-and random-based server load balancing method are implemented and evaluated. The evaluation results indicate that the round-robin-based load balancing method works better than the random-based method. 6 Zhang et al. [20] Round-robin-based server load balancing method; Least-connections-based server load balancing method
The round-robin-based server load balancing method and least-connections-based server load balancing method are implemented and compared in SDN. It is found that the least-connectionsbased server load balancing method performs better than the round-robin-based server load balancing method. 7 Chen et al. [24] Dynamic server load balancing; Priority-based server selection; Polling method
The proposed dynamic server load balancing method periodically obtains each server's load and computes its priority value. The first half of servers will be listed in order of decreasing priority values. A polling method is used to dispatch requests to these servers. 8 Sharifian et al. [25] Predicting the server load; Classifying user requests; BCMP queuing model
The user requests are classified into dynamic and static requests. The BCMP queuing network model is designed to estimate the resource utilization and average response time of the web server. The utility function, RBF neural networks and adaptive neuron-fuzzy inference system are proposed to adjust the predicted values of the queuing model.
9
Lee et al. [27] Bellman-Ford algorithm; Self-defined criticality and congestion index of link It computes and uses the first k shortest paths between every possible pair to calculate the defined criticality of each link. The amount of traffic flows and remaining bandwidth of each link are utilized to find the congestion index. The Bellman-Ford algorithm is executed to calculate the routing path between the source and destination. It can effectively make the routing path and manage the network resource. Multi-paths are pre-established in offline mode to prevent the controller from becoming a bottleneck. It performs adaptive load balancing by equalizing path costs.
This paper
Joint server selection and traffic routing; Combinatorial optimization problem; SFLA algorithm
The joint server selection and traffic routing problem is proposed and formulated. A joint server selection and traffic routing algorithm is presented, which is designed based on the SFLA algorithm. Several metrics are proposed and used to evaluate the proposed algorithm.
System Model and Problem Statement
The SDDC Model
Assume that the SDDC network G = (V, E, S) contains switches denoted by V = {v 1 , v 2 , ..., v n } and servers denoted by S = {s 1 , s 2 , ..., s m }. Servers and switches are connected by links E = {e i,j = (i, j)|i, j ∈ {V, S} and i = j}. The detailed description of notations used in this work is shown in the Abbreviations part of this paper.
For a request, the total link cost of its routing path p is defined as ∑ e i,j ∈p c i,j . Here, c i,j is the cost of allocating the k-th request on the link e i,j , and it is calculated by c i,j = u i,j * b k , where u i,j is the unit cost of link e i,j and b k is the bandwidth required by the request. At the same time, the bandwidth utilization ratio of link e i,j is expressed as l i,j . It is denoted by l i,j = ub i,j /tb i,j , where ub i,j and tb i,j represent the occupied bandwidth and total bandwidth of link e i,j , respectively. Thus, for a request, the bandwidth utilization ratio of its routing path p is defined as ∑ e i,j ∈p l i,j .
Likewise, the resource utilization ratio of a server is defined as the percentage between the used resource (CPU, memory and disk) and total resource of the server. Therefore, the resource utilization ratio of server s i is expressed as l i = δ c * lc i + δ m * lm i + δ d * ld i . The lc i , lm i and ld i are the CPU utilization ratio, memory utilization ratio and disk utilization ratio, respectively. For instance, the memory utilization ratio is calculated by lm i = um i /tm i , where um i and tm i refer to the used memory and total memory of the server. Meanwhile, δ c , δ m and δ d are the coefficients of CPU, memory and disk resource, respectively. In this work, we focus on how to design a meta-heuristic algorithm to solve the joint server selection and traffic routing problem. We did not give much attention to assigning these parameters. Therefore, these parameters are constant, and the δ c , δ m and δ d are all set to 1/3.
Joint Server Selection and Traffic Routing Problem
The joint server selection and traffic routing problem is described and formulated in this section. In that problem, the traffic refers to the data transmission between the user and the destination server. To make the calculated routing path have a low cost while the network and server load balancing are realized, the fitness of the server and routing path is defined as s f = l i and p f = ∑ e i,j ∈E (c i,j + l i,j ).
Then, the joint server selection and traffic routing problem can be formulated as follows.
Minimize:
Subject to:
x i,j is defined to indicate whether the link e i,j is chosen as the routing path, and y i represents whether the server s i is chosen as the destination server. Equations (2) and (3) ensure that the remaining resource of the chosen routing path and destination server is enough for the request. Equation (4) guarantees that the request will be responded to by at most one server. Equation (5) indicates that a link or a server will either be chosen or not.
Essentially, the routing path calculation problem in the joint server selection and traffic routing problem belong to the Multi-Commodity Flow (MCF) problem, which is a well-known NP-hard problem. However, the joint server selection and traffic routing problem is more complex than the MCF problem as it needs to choose one server from a number of servers. Moreover, the joint server selection and traffic routing problem is also a combinatorial optimization problem, which makes it even harder. In conclusion, the joint server selection and traffic routing problem belongs to the NP-hard problems, which means that there is no polynomial-time solutions for it. Therefore, in the next session, a heuristic method is designed to find the approximate optimal solution of the joint server selection and traffic routing problem in polynomial time.
Joint Server Selection and Traffic Routing Algorithm
Design Principle
As explained before, the joint server selection and traffic routing problem belongs to the NP-hard problems. Hence, by improving the SFLA, a heuristic algorithm is developed to solve the joint server selection and traffic routing problem. The proposed JSSTR algorithm is designed based on the improved SFLA. Unlike the original SFLA, the improved SFLA contains two kinds of frogs, one population, several groups and several memeplexes. The definitions of the two kinds of frogs, population, group and memeplex are given as follows.
• server frog: In the proposed JSSTR algorithm, the switch that connects to servers is called the edge switch. Based on that, two kinds of frogs are defined and used in JSSTR: server frog and switch frog. A server frog is composed of the user, the destination server and the routing path between that user and server.
• switch frog: A switch frog is composed of the user, the corresponding edge switch and the routing path between the user and the edge switch.
• population: All server frogs form a population.
• group: A group is generated for each edge switch. All server frogs, the destination servers of which connect to the same edge switch, are recorded as a group.
• memeplex: All server frogs in a group are divided into several memeplexes.
As mentioned in Section 2, two of the main steps of SFLA are shuffling and dividing memeplexes. In the original SFLA algorithm, when dividing frogs into different memeplexes, a performance value of each frog will be calculated. Then all frogs will be divided into several memeplexes one by one in order of decreasing performance value.
Note that a user request causes different workloads on the network and server. It mainly uses the bandwidth resource of links, while it uses CPU, memory and disk resource of servers. Therefore, when serving a user request, the changes of the performance value of links and servers are different. Meanwhile, in the joint server selection and traffic routing problem, a server frog is composed of the routing path and server. Hence, in the same group, if a server frog has the best performance value, the routing path and server of that server frog should have the best performance value.
Therefore, in this work, in order to more quickly find the server frog that has the best performance value, we designed two kinds of frogs: (1) server frog and (2) switch frog. These two frogs are used in shuffling and dividing the steps of SFLA. Taking advantage of the switch frog, the proposed JSSTR method will more quickly find an optimal server frog using the following strategy. When shuffling memeplexes, the switch frogsare firstly extracted from the server frogs. Then, the performance value of all switch frogs are calculated. Subsequently, these switch frogs are mixed and re-divided into several memeplexes one by one in order of decreasing performance value. Afterwards, the server and the link between that server and the corresponding edge switch are added to each switch frog in order of decreasing performance value to form the new server frogs.
An example of that is given in this paragraph. In Figure 3 , assume that four server frogs of Group 2 are server frog 1: u5-sw2-sw3-s5, server frog 2: u5-sw2-sw5-sw3-s6, server frog 3: u5-sw2-sw3-s7, and server frog 4: u5-sw2-sw1-sw4-sw3-s8. According to its definition, the corresponding switch frogs extracted from these four server frogsare switch frog 1: u5-sw2-sw3, switch frog 2: u5-sw2-sw5-sw3, switch frog 3: u5-sw2-sw3 and switch frog 4: u5-sw2-sw1-sw4-sw3.
Consider such a scenario: before shuffling and dividing frogs, the server frog 2 has the maximum performance value, while switch frog 1 and switch frog 4 (u5-sw2-sw3) have the maximum performance value and the server s6 and its connected link have the maximum performance value. That scenario is possible because the performance values of links and servers are independent, as discussed above. In that case, taking advantage of the switch frog and the shuffling and dividing strategy mentioned above, it is easy to find a new server frog: u5-sw2-sw3-s6, which has obviously a bigger performance value than the original server frog 2.
The JSSTR algorithm executes several time loops. At the beginning of the first time loop, the server frogs are firstly initialized using the following strategy. First, the edge switches that connect to the servers that can provide service for the user request are found. Then, the Depth First Search (DFS) algorithm is used to calculate a number of routing paths between the user and these edge switches. Each routing path and the user form a switch frog. After all switch frogs are generated, for each edge switch in the edge switches, its connected servers that can provide service for the user request are calculated. Then, these servers and the corresponding links between these servers and the edge switch are added to the switch frogs to form the server frogs.
After all server frogs are initialized, the server frogs in the same group are divided into several memeplexes. Each memeplex executes a certain number of evolutions independently at the end of the first time loop. In the next time loop, the server frogs in the same group are mixed and re-divided into new memeplexes using the shuffling and dividing method mentioned above. Then, these server frogs evolve at the end of this time loop. The time loop will not stop until the number of time loops reaches the maximum number or the difference between the performance values of the current best frog and the last best frog reaches the prespecified value.
An example of the proposed JSSTR algorithm is illustrated in Figure 3 and Table 2 . In Table 2 , f 1, f 2, f 3, f 4, f 5, f 6, f 7 and f 8 are server frogs. At first, these eight server frogs are initialized as the population, as shown in Table 2 . There are two edge switches in Figure 3 . Accordingly, two groups (i.e., Group 1 and Group 2) are formed by corresponding server frogs. At the beginning of Time Loop 1, in each group, all server frogs are divided into two memeplexes, such as Memeplex 3 and Memeplex 4 in Group 2. At the end of Time Loop 1, each memeplex evolves independently. For example, f 6 evolves from u5-sw2-sw1-sw4-sw3-s6 to u5-sw2-sw5-sw3-s6. Then, in Group 1 and Group 2, the switch frogs are extracted from server frogs. Take Group 2 as an example: at the end of Time Loop 1, the server frogs after evolution are u5-sw2-sw3-s5, u5-sw2-sw5-sw3-s6, u5-sw2-sw1-sw4-sw3-s7 and u5-sw2-sw3-s8, and the corresponding switch frogs extracted from these server frogs are u5-sw2-sw3, u5-sw2-sw5-sw3, u5-sw2-sw1-sw4-sw3 and u5-sw2-sw3. These switch frogs, listed in order of decreasing performance value, are u5-sw2-sw3, u5-sw2-sw3, u5-sw2-sw5-sw3 and u5-sw2-sw1-sw4-sw3. Also listed in order of decreasing performance value, the servers and paths between the server and sw3 are -s5, -s7, -s6 and -s8. Therefore, the new server frogs, which are re-divided into Memeplex 3, are u5-sw2-sw3-s5 and u5-sw2-sw5-sw3-s6, while the server frogs in Memeplex 4 are u5-sw2-sw3-s7 and u5-sw2-sw1-sw4-sw3-s8. Then, the new memeplexes evolve independently. At last, if the convergence criteria are satisfied, the JSSTR stops. The server frogs in the final time loop are shown in Table 2 . In that case, the server frog f 5 will be chosen as the final solution as it has the best performance value. begin of time loop 1 f 1: u5-sw2-sw3-sw4-s1; f 2: u5-sw2-sw1-sw4-s2; f 3: u5-sw2-sw3-sw4-s3; f 4: u5-sw2-sw1-sw4-s4;
f 5: u5-sw2-sw3-s5; f 6: u5-sw2-sw1-sw4-sw3-s6; f 7: u5-sw2-sw3-s7; f 8: u5-sw2-sw1-sw4-sw3-s8; end of time loop 1 f 1: u5-sw2-sw1-sw4-s1; f 2: u5-sw2-sw3-sw4-s2; f 3: u5-sw2-sw3-sw4-s3; f 4: u5-sw2-sw1-sw4-s4;
f 5: u5-sw2-sw3-s5; f 6: u5-sw2-sw5-sw3-s6; f 7: u5-sw2-sw1-sw4-sw3-s7; f 8: u5-sw2-sw3-s8; begin of time loop 2 f 1: u5-sw2-sw1-sw4-s1; f 2: u5-sw2-sw3-sw4-s2; f 3: u5-sw2-sw1-sw4-s3; f 4: u5-sw2-sw3-sw4-s4;
f 5: u5-sw2-sw3-s5; f 6: u5-sw2-sw5-sw3-s6; f 7: u5-sw2-sw3-s7; f 8: u5-sw2-sw5-sw4-sw3-s8; end of time loop 2 f 1: u5-sw2-sw1-sw4-s1; f 2: u5-sw2-sw3-sw4-s2; f 3: u5-sw2-sw1-sw4-s3; f 4: u5-sw2-sw5-sw4-s4; f 5: u5-sw2-sw3-s5; f 6: u5-sw2-sw5-sw3-s6; f 7: u5-sw2-sw3-s7; f 8: u5-sw2-sw5-sw3-s8;
...
final time loop
f 1: u5-sw2-sw1-sw4-s1; f 2: u5-sw2-sw1-sw4-s2; f 3: u5-sw2-sw1-sw4-s3; f 4: u5-sw2-sw5-sw4-s4; f 5: u5-sw2-sw3-s5; f 6: u5-sw2-sw3-s6; f 7: u5-sw2-sw3-s7; f 8: u5-sw2-sw3-s8;
Detailed Description of JSSTR
As shown in Algorithm 1, for solving the above joint server selection and traffic routing problem, an algorithm called JSSTR is proposed based on SFLA. When the controller receives a request sent from the user, it will first parse that request to get its source IP address src_ip, destination IP address dst_ip and protocol type pro_type. Then, ub i,j , tb i,j of all links and ur i and tr i of all servers are obtained. All servers that can provide service for the user request and all edge switches that connect to those servers are calculated based on the dst_ip.
From Line 5-Line 8, for each switch in all edge switches e_switches, JSSTR firstly calculates m initial routing paths between that switch and the user by using the DFS algorithm. The user and a routing path of the initial routing paths form a switch frog. After that, one server is randomly chosen from the servers that connect to that switch. Then, the corresponding server frog will be generated by that chosen server, the link between the chosen server and the switch and the switch frog. Accordingly, all switch frogs and server frogs are generated in that way. The server frogs that have the same edge switch form a group, each for an edge switch.
From Line 9-Line 16, JSSTR carries out several time loops. In each time loop, all server frogs are firstly divided into a number of memeplexes using the function divide_ f rogs. Then, each memeplex executes a certain number of local optimizations. Subsequently, the maximum fitness of all server frogs is calculated in function calc_maximum_ f itness by using f itness = 1/(1 + p f + s f ), where p f and s f are defined in Section 4.2. The difference value maximum_ f itness_di f f of the current maximum fitness maximum_ f itness and the maximum fitness of the last time loop last_maximum_ f itness is calculated. If the number of the time loops reaches the maximum number maximum_time_loop_num or the difference value maximum_ f itness_di f f reaches the threshold value f itness_di f f _threshold, the time loop will stop. Afterwards, the server frog that has maximum fitness is found. The server and path of that server frog are chosen as the destination server s d and routing path p r . At last, some flow entries are installed on the switches based on s d and p r (Line 18).
The function divide_ f rogs is used to divide all server frogs into n memeplexes for each group. In that function, for each e_switch in e_switches, all switch frogs are firstly extracted by subtracting the destination server and the link that connects that server and the corresponding e_switch from the server frogs. Then, these switch frogs are sorted in order of decreasing fitness and stored in ordered_switch_ f rogs. Afterwards, all servers connected to that e_switch are found and recorded as sw_servers. Simultaneously, the number of sw_servers is recorded as l. For all sw_servers, the servers and the links connected to these sw_servers are sorted in order of decreasing fitness and recorded as ordered_servers_links. Then, for the i-th sw_ f rog in ordered_switch_ f rogs, the (i%l)-th element of ordered_servers_links is added to that sw_ f rog to form a new server frog. Meanwhile, the new generated server frog is divided to the (i%n)-th memeplex.
The local evolution based on the Genetic Algorithm (GA) is carried out in function local_evolution, from Line 36-Line 47. The main steps of local evolution are calc_ f itness, cross_ f rogs, remove_loop and mutate_ f rogs. In function calc_ f itness, each server frog's fitness is calculated using f itness = 1/(1 + p f + s f ).
Function cross_ f rogs is designed to generate new server frogs to search the solution space more broadly. The elitist reserve and tournament selection strategy are employed to select server frogs, which can ensure that the server frogs with bigger fitness have more chance to survive. More specifically, the elitist reserve strategy is firstly used to select a server frog, which has maximum fitness, and reserve that server frog when crossing server frogs to ensure that the best server frog will not be broken. Then, the tournament selection is carried out h − 1 times to choose h − 1 server frogs, where h is the number of server frogs in that memeplex. After that, two server frogs (for example, p 1 ,p 2 ) that have at least one same node are selected at a probability p c . Then, one of those same nodes will be randomly chosen as the location of crossover. At last, the two sub-paths of p 1 and p 2 after that node will be exchanged to form new server frogs p 1 and p 2 .
The function mutate_ f rogs is used to enhance the local searching capability of JSSTR. In mutate_ f rogs, a server frog is randomly selected with probability p m . Afterwards, one node (except the last node and the node that is the previous hop of edge switch) of that server frog is randomly chosen as the mutating location. Then, the selected mutating node randomly chooses another node, which connects to it as its next hop. Meanwhile, the path between that chosen next hop and the end node is calculated using the DFS algorithm. Finally, the sub-path before the mutating node and the newly calculated path are combined to form a new server frog.
After crossing and mutating server frogs in a memeplex, there may be redundancy loops in new server frogs. Therefore, in order to remove the redundancy loops, the function remove_loop is designed to check the crossed and mutated server frogs and remove all redundancy loops. If the number of local evolution reaches the pre-defined maximum evolution number, the local evolution in the memeplex will stop.
Algorithm 1 JSSTR
Require: G = {V, E, S}, request R, number of server_ f rogs m of each group and number of memeplexes n of each group Ensure: destination server s d and routing path p r 1: src_ip, dst_ip, pro_type ← parse(R) 2: For every link e i,j ∈ E and every server s i ∈ S, get ub i,j , tb i,j , ur i and tr i 3: servers ← f ind_dst_servers(dst_ip) 4: e_switches ← f ind_connect_switch(servers) 5: for switch in e_switches do 6: switch_ f rogs[switch.id] ← d f s(src_ip, e_switch)
server_ f rogs ← generate_server_ f rogs(switch_ f rogs, switch) 8: end for 9: last_maximum_ f itness ← 0 10: while (time_loop_num < maximum_time_loop_num and maximum_ f itness_di f f < f itness_di f f _threshold) do 11: memeplexes ← divide_ f rogs(server_ f rogs, n)
12:
memeplexes ← local_evolution(memeplexes)
maximum_ f itness ← calc_maximum_ f itness(memeplexes)
maximum_ f itness_di f f ← abs(maximum_ f itness − last_maximum_ f itness)
last_maximum_ f itness ← maximum_ f itness 16: end while 17 ordered_switch_ f rogs ← sort(switch_ f rogs) 25: l, sw_servers ← f ind_connect_servers(switch) 26: ordered_servers_links ← sort(sw_servers + s_links) 27: for sw_ f rog in ordered_switch_ f rogs do 28: server_ f rog ← sw_ f rog + ordered_servers_links[i%l] 29: memeplexes [i%n] .append(server_ f rog) 30: i + + 31: end for 32: end for 33: return memeplexes 34: end function 35: 36: function local_evolution(memeplexes) 37: for memeplex in memeplexes do 38: while evolution_num < maximum_evolution_num do 39: memeplex. f itness ← calc_ f itness(memeplex) 40: memeplex ← cross_ f rogs(memeplex) 41: memeplex ← remove_loop(memeplex) 
Implementation
To validate our design, the proposed algorithm has been implemented as a module of the RYU controller. As shown in Figure 4 , the implemented JSSTR is composed of the server and routing path calculator , flow entry installer, information maintainer, server monitor and network monitor. It should be noted that in Figure 4 , NAT is the abbreviation of Network Address Translation. When the OpenFlow switch receives a packet, the switch will find out whether there is a flow entry in the switch that can match that packet. If there is no matched flow entry, the packet will be sent to the SDN controller. After that, the server and routing path calculator firstly gets the information of the network devices and servers from the information maintainer. Using this information, the destination server and routing path are calculated by the JSSTR algorithm. Subsequently, the flow entry installer generates the corresponding forwarding rules and installs flow entries in the relevant switches. Finally, the traffic between the user and server will be transmitted by the established routing path, and the server will provide service for this user. The detailed description of the main components is given below. Server and routing path calculator: The destination server and routing path calculation are implemented in this module. When the SDN controller receives a new packet, this packet will be firstly sent to this module. The relevant information (e.g., source IP address, destination IP address, protocol type of network layer, and so on) will be parsed from the packet. Afterwards, the detailed information of all links and servers will be obtained from the information maintainer. Then, the JSSTR algorithm implemented in the server and routing path calculator can calculate the destination server and routing path.
Flow entry installer: This module generates and installs forwarding rules for the processed packet based on the calculation result made by the server and routing path calculator. Basically, the main forwarding rules include forwarding packets to a specified port and executing the NAT strategy. For the switch that connects to users, the NAT strategy will be executed on the packets transmitted through it. More specifically, for packets sent from the user to the server, its source IP address and MAC address will be modified to the switch's IP and MAC address. Meanwhile, its destination IP and MAC address will be modified to the destination server's IP and MAC address. In contrast, for packets sent from the server to the user, the source IP and MAC address will be modified to the gateway's IP and MAC address. In addition, the destination IP and MAC address will be modified to the user's IP and MAC address. The NAT strategy is only executed in the switches that connect to users. For other switches, they just forward the arriving packets without modifying the IP or MAC address of these packets.
Information maintainer: This module is responsible for storing the link and server information and providing this information to the server and routing path calculator. After receiving messages sent from the network monitor and server monitor, this module will parse these messages to get and store the bandwidth usage of the links and resource usage of the servers. When the server and routing path calculator needs the link and server information, the relevant information will be provided.
Server monitor: The server monitor is designed to collect the server information by the controller. In this work, a program written in Python is used to simulate and monitor the resource usage of these servers. In order to quickly respond to the user request, the server monitor periodically collects the CPU information, memory information and hard disk information and sends this information to the information maintainer. As previous work in [13] , the periodic interval used in this work is set to 5 s.
Network monitor: By periodically sending the o f p_port_stats_request message (a special kind of OpenFlow message that is sent by the controller to get the port status of a switch), this module can monitor all links in the network. When a switch receives a o f p_port_stats_request message, it will send the o f p_port_stats_reply message back to this module. Then, this module will parse the o f p_port_stats_reply message and send the link information to the information maintainer. More specifically, this module uses the following method to measure the occupied bandwidth of each link. The received o f p_port_stats_reply is firstly parsed to get the switch ID, port number, number of received bytes and number of transmitted bytes. Using the parsed port number and network topology, we can easily find the corresponding link. Meanwhile, the total number of bytes (current_bytes) that are received and transmitted by that link is calculated by adding the number of received bytes add the number of transmitted bytes. Then, the current_bytes is stored in an array. Subsequently, the occupied bandwidth of that link can be calculated by using the follow strategy. At first, we subtract the last total number of bytes (last_bytes) stored in that array from the current_bytes to get the number of bytes received and transmitted by the link during the time interval (interval_bytes). Then, the occupied bandwidth (ub) of that link can be calculated using ub = interval_bytes/time_interval.
Evaluation
Evaluation Metrics
Several metrics, (1) routing path hop degree, (2) network load, (3) network load balancing degree, (4) server load, (5) server load balancing degree and (6) calculation time, are introduced to evaluate the proposed algorithm and compared algorithms. Detailed descriptions of these metrics are shown below.
(1) Routing path hop degree: The routing path hop degree is utilized to evaluate the performance of the routing path calculation of the proposed JSSTR algorithm. The routing path hop degree is calculated by:
Here, p i represents the hop count of the i-th routing path, while K is the number of all calculated routing paths. Obviously, if the routing path is shorter, the routing path hop degree will be less and the workload on the underlying network will also be smaller. Therefore, for a routing algorithm, the performance of routing path calculation becomes better as the routing path hop degree decreases.
(2) Network load: The network load is often used to evaluate the efficiency of a routing algorithm. Subsequently, in this work, the network load is considered as one important performance index. It is defined as:
Here, M is the number of all links in the network. l i is the link utilization of the i-th link, which is the ratio between the used bandwidth and the total bandwidth of the i-th link. Based on the definition of network load, it can be seen that lower network load indicates higher efficiency of the routing algorithm.
(3) Network load balancing degree: In order to evaluate the performance of network load balancing, the network load balancing degree is employed as one performance index in the evaluation. The network load balancing degree is defined as:
Obviously, lower network load balancing degree means better performance of network load balancing.
(4) Server load: Similar to the network load, the server load is also considered as an important performance index in this work. The server load is defined as:
Here, s i is the ratio between the used resource and the total resource of the i-th server. N is the number of all servers. Obviously, lower server load represents higher server efficiency. (5) Server load balancing degree: The server load balancing degree is utilized to evaluate the server load balancing performance of the proposed algorithm. In the evaluation, it is calculated by:
Similar to the network load balancing degree, lower server load balancing degree represents better load balancing between servers.
(6) Calculation time: The calculation time used to evaluate the proposed algorithm and compared algorithms is measured on the controller. It is the time from receiving a user request to finishing handling that user request. Obviously, for an algorithm, less calculation time means less computational complexity.
Simulation Setup
JSSTR and two compared algorithms were implemented and evaluated. The first compared algorithm calculates the destination server and routing path sequentially. Due to the simple implementation, reliable running and high universality, now the Weighted Least-Connection (WLC) scheduling method becomes one of the most popular server load balancing strategies used on web servers (e.g., nginx, which has served 24 percent of web sites in the world) and cloud computing platforms (e.g., RackSpace cloud platform). Therefore, in the first compared algorithm, the WLC scheduling method was used to choose the destination server. At the same time, considering that GA has been widely used for calculating the routing path in data centers [34] [35] [36] [37] , the GA-based routing method is also employed in that compared algorithm. Hence, that compared algorithm is called WLC-GA for short. Meanwhile, due to the fact that the joint server selection and traffic routing problem is NP-hard, a traversal-based server selection and traffic routing algorithm (Travs for short) is also implemented to solve that problem. It uses DFS to find all routing paths between the user and each server. Then, the server and corresponding routing path that have the minimum value according to Equation (1) will be chosen as the destination server and routing path.
The proposed JSSTR algorithm and the compared algorithms-WLC-GA and Travs-were implemented on the RYU controller in the evaluation [38] . The RYU controller was running on a computer (ThinkServer RD640) with an Intel E5 2609 CPU (the CPU frequency was 2.4 GHz), 64 GB main memory and a 1-TB disk. Meanwhile, Ubuntu (14.04 LTS) was used as the operating system of that computer. Mininet was employed to generate the evaluation network. In the evaluation, Mininet was running on another computer (Lenovo H5050) with an Intel Core i3 4160 CPU (the CPU frequency was 3.6 GHz), 8 GB main memory and a 500-GB disk. That computer also used Ubuntu 14.04 LTS as its operation system. The description of the software used in this work is shown in Table 3 . Due to the fact that the JellyFish topology is a high-capacity and cost-efficient topology, in this evaluation, the JellyFish topology was employed as the evaluation network topology [39] . Using Mininet, a JellyFish topology containing twenty switches, sixteen servers and two hundred users was created and used as the network topology. The bandwidths of links in that JellyFish topology were set as 10 Mb. All servers in that topology compose a server cluster. The Network Address Translation (NAT) technology was used and implemented as a module of the RYU controller. Using that NAT module, all those servers served all users with the same IP address (10.0.0.201 in this evaluation). All of these servers ran a simple http server application written in Python. According to the previous works, the arriving process of users is approximately a Poisson distribution [40] . Considering that the interval of the arriving time of the Poisson distribution obeys an exponential distribution, the intervals of these users' arriving times were exponentially distributed with the mean parameter set as 1939.12 ms in this evaluation [40] . Meanwhile, each user sent http get requests using the t-distribution as the distribution of inter-request time according to the previous work [41] . The mean, standard deviation and degree of freedom of that t-distribution were set as 1.938 s, 0.245 s and 2.086 according to [41] . For each request, the length of response was about 350K bytes. A program that was written in Python was used to simulate and monitor the load change of these servers. In this evaluation, three kinds of servers were simulated in that program, which were a high-end server (Server 1), mid-end servers (Server 2 and Server 3) and low-end servers (Servers 4-16). In the evaluation, the high-end servers were designed to be able to provide service for at most 30 users, while the mid-end and low-end servers were designed to be able to serve at most 20 and 10 users, respectively. Therefore, in the evaluation, all servers can serve at most 200 users.
Important parameters were set as Table 4 . Note that in this work, the di f f _threshold is used to check whether the time loop should stop. The value of di f f _threshold obviously effects the calculation accuracy and the computation complexity. As the di f f _threshold decreases, the calculation accuracy increases and the computation complexity also increases. As the proposed JSSTR belongs to the meta-heuristic algorithms, no clear theoretical basis is available to dictate the value selection. Therefore, it is hard to determine which value is best. However, in the evaluation, the proper value of di f f _threshold is decided by achieving the trade-off between the calculation accuracy and the computational complexity. We used the following strategy to find a proper value. We assigned different values to the di f f _threshold, and we found that when that value was 0.001, the JSSTR can achieve similar calculation accuracy as the Travs algorithm. Meanwhile, the computation complexity of JSSTR remains low. 
Evaluation Results and Analysis
(1) Routing path hop degree: The routing path hop degrees of JSSTR, WLC-GA and Travs are calculated and shown in Figure 5 . From that figure, it can be observed that JSSTR performs wonderfully when calculating the routing path. More precisely, for WLC-GA, the mean routing path hop degree was about 2.248, while for JSSTR, the mean routing path hop degree was about 1.850, which means that compared with the WLC-GA, JSSTR can decrease routing path hop degree by about 22 percent. For the Travs method, the routing path hop degree was 1.848, which is very close to that of the JSSTR method.
The above results were caused by the fact that the WLC-GA algorithm calculates the destination server without considering its impact on routing path calculation. More specifically, when using WLC-GA, the destination server is calculated by the WLC algorithm, and the weighted server status is the only factor considered in this process. After the destination server has been chosen, the GA algorithm can only calculate the routing path between that server and the user. This means that even it there is one more efficient routing path in the underlying network, if the server connected to that path is not chosen as the destination server, that path will not be taken as the final routing path. In contrast, when using the JSSTR algorithm, the destination server and routing path are calculated jointly. Thus, the destination server will be calculated based on the server status and network status. Therefore, the length of the routing path made by WLC-GA is bigger than that of JSSTR. Additionally, from that figure, it can be seen that the routing path hop degree of the JSSTR algorithm is almost the same as the Travs method, which indicates that the JSSTR algorithm can almost get the optimal result as the traversal-based method.
In addition, as the routing path degree made by JSSTR and Travs is less than WLC-GA, JSSTR and Travs can accept more users than WLC-GA. In the evaluation, when using JSSTR and Travs, the maximum acceptable number of users is 180. As mentioned above, all servers can serve at most 200 users in this evaluation; thus, it is the upper limit of users that the network can carry. Once the number of arrived users is larger than 180, even if the servers can serve more users, the subsequent arrived users will not be served as the network cannot transfer more traffic. For WLC-GA, the maximum acceptable number of users is 147, which decreases by about 22 percent compared to JSSTR and Travs. (2) Network load: The same analysis can be made for the curves given in Figure 6 , which shows the network load values when using the JSSTR, WLC-GA and Travs algorithms. As shown in that figure, when the number of arrived users is the same, the network load values of JSSTR are obviously less than those of WLC-GA. For instance, when there are 100 users, the network load of JSSTR is 0.5226, while for WLC-GA, it is 0.6277. In that case, the network load decreases about 20 percent when using JSSTR. Thus, JSSTR can achieve higher efficiency than WLC-GA. Meanwhile, the network load values of JSSTR are almost the same as Travs, which shows that JSSTR can almost obtain the optimal result when calculating the routing path.
(3) Network load balancing degree: Figure 7 presents the network load balancing degrees of JSSTR, WLC-GA and Travs. From Figure 7 , we can see that JSSTR outperforms WLC-GA and has as good performance as Travs. More precisely, for different numbers of users, the network load balancing degrees of JSSTR are always lower than those of WLC-GA. For instance, when the number of arrived users is 100, the network load balancing degree of JSSTR is 0.1521, while the network load balancing degree of WLC-GA is 0.1757. Therefore, in that case, compared with WLC-GA, JSSTR can decrease the network load balancing degree by about 16 percent. At the same time, the network load balancing degree of Travs is 0.1508, which is very close to the network load balancing degree of JSSTR. It shows that the JSSTR can almost obtain the optimal load balancing degree when calculating the routing path. As previously mentioned, when choosing the destination server, WLC-GA will choose one server from the server cluster without considering the network status. On the contrary, JSSTR will jointly calculate the destination server and routing path. Therefore, JSSTR can improve network efficiency and balance network load. (4) Server load: From Figure 8 , it can be seen that for JSSTR, WLC-GA and Travs, the server loads are nearly same. When the number of users is 100, the server loads of JSSTR, WLC-GA and Travs are 0.5083, 0.5114 and 0.5083, respectively. This indicates that compared with WLC-GA, the impact on server load generated by our JSSTR method is negligible. This is because our JSSTR method calculates the destination server and routing path jointly. Therefore, when choosing the destination server, the server fitness is considered as one of the main factors. If there are servers with a similar load, the server that has more path fitness will be chosen as the destination server, which will not impact the server load.
(5) Server load balancing degree: Figure 9 shows the server load balancing degrees of JSSTR, WLC-GA and Travs. The server load balancing degree of JSSTR is very close to that of WLC-GA and Travs. For example, when there are 100 users, the server load balancing degrees of JSSTR, WLC-GA and Travs are 0.0381, 0.0352 and 0.0369, respectively.
(6) Calculation time: Figure 10 is the result of the comparison of the computation complexity. In Figure 10 , the calculation time is the mean time interval between the controller receiving the user request and successfully handling that user request. In Figure 10 , we can see that the proposed JSSTR algorithm has a little increase in calculation time compared with WLC-GA (49.0 ms for JSSTR and 36.8 ms for WLC-GA). However, the mean calculation times of JSSTR is significantly less than that of the Travs algorithm (412.4 ms). Except these metrics, it should also be noted that in the proposed JSSTR algorithm, the number of memeplexes and number of frogs in each memeplex affect the calculation accuracy and computation complexity of that algorithm. The probability of finding the optimal (or sub-optimal) solution of the joint server selection and traffic routing problem increases as the number of memeplexes and number of frogs increase. However, the computational complexity of the JSSTR algorithm also increases with increasing the number of memeplexes and the number of frogs. Otherwise, as the number of memeplexes and frogs in each memeplex decreases, the calculation accuracy and computation complexity decrease.
Besides, compared with WLC-GA, the JSSTR and Travs algorithms need to collect server load information. However, the traffic generated by collecting server load information is rather small. For example, in a real scenario, when using the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) to collect server load, the length of SNMP packets is usually less than 90 bytes. In order to collect the CPU utilization, RAM utilization and disk utilization, six SNMP packets will be generated. The server load information is usually collected every five seconds. Assume that there are 16 servers in the server cluster. In that case, the traffic speed generated by collecting servers' load is about 13.5K bits per second, which is rather small compared to the bandwidth of the link. In conclusion, all the above evaluation results and analysis indicate that JSSTR can achieve better network resource utilization and higher network load balancing with acceptable less increase in computation complexity compared with WLC-GA. Additionally, compared with the traversal-based method, it can achieve nearly the same network resource utilization, network load balancing, server resource utilization and server load balancing while clearly decreasing the computation complexity.
WLC-
Conclusions
In order to avoid the inefficient use of network resources or some network issues caused by choosing the destination server from the server cluster without considering its impact on the network when handling user requests, the joint server selection and traffic routing problem has been proposed in this work. As that problem belongs to NP-hard problems, a heuristic algorithm called JSSTR has been proposed to find the approximate optimal solution of that joint server selection and traffic routing problem in polynomial time. The proposed JSSTR algorithm has been evaluated using Mininet. Several metrics including the routing path hop degree, network load, network load balancing degree, server load and server load balancing degree have been proposed and used to evaluate the proposed algorithm. The evaluation results showed that the proposed algorithm can achieve high network utilization, network load balancing and server load balancing simultaneously. The i-th switch s i
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